CHOCOBO PATTERN

Materials
G hook
Stitch marker to mark beginning of the row
210 yards of body color (yellow)
10 yards of beak color (orange)
35 yards of foot color (brown)
Gauge: 4 rows = 1 inch
Abbreviations
sc: single crochet
sc dec: single crochet decrease
*2sc: 2 single crochet in next single crochet
magic circle: A loop used at the beginning of most pieces. Video for how to do this technique is found
here.
*please note that this is not the same thing as 2 sc that will appear sometimes, such as on row 4 of both
the body and the head.
HEAD
row 1: 6sc in magic circle (6)
row 2: 2sc in each sc (12)
row 3: sc in next sc, 2sc in next sc (18)
row 4: sc in next 2 sc, 2sc in next sc (24)
row 5: sc in next 3 sc, 2sc in next sc (30)
row 6-11: sc in each sc
row 12: sc in next 3 sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (24)

row 13: sc in next 2 sc, sec dec over next 2 scs (18)
row 14: sc in next sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (12)
Begin stuffing head at row 10 and add stuffing as you progress, keeping it stuffed slightly firm. Do not
cut yarn at the end of head, but move on to neck instructions.
NECK
row 1: sc in each sc (12)
row 2: sc in next 5 sc, 3sc in next sc (16)
row 3: sc in next 7 sc, 2sc in next sc (18)
row 4: sc in next 4 sc, sc dec over next 2 sc (15)
BEAK
row 1: 3 sc in magic circle (3)
row 2: sc in next sc, 2sc, sc in final sc (4)
row 3: sc in next sc, 2sc in next sc (6)
row 4: sc in next 2 sc, 2sc in next sc (9)
row 5: sc in next 2 sc, 2sc in next sc (12)
row 6: sc in next 3 sc, 2sc in next sc (15)
row 7: sc in next 4 sc, 2sc in next sc (18)
Lightly stuff and attach to head before head is attached to body.
BODY
row 1: 6 sc in magic circle (6)
row 2: 2sc in each sc (12)
row 3: sc in next sc, 2sc in next sc (18)
row 4: sc in next 2 sc, 2sc in next sc (24)
row 5: sc in next 3 sc, 2sc in next sc (30)
row 6: sc in next 4 sc, 2sc in next sc (36)
row 7-25: sc in each sc (36)
row 26: sc over next 4 sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (30)
row 27: sc in next 3 sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (24)
row 28: sc in next 2 sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (18)
row 29: sc in next sc, sc dec over next 2 scs (12)
row 30: sc dec over next 2 scs (6)
Begin adding stuffing the body after row 12 and continue stuffing it as you progress. Keep the body
firmly stuffed. At the end of row 32, cut yarn and thread through remaining sts, pulling tightly to close
hole.
WING (make 2)
The wing is made in two parts, the caps of the wing and then the attachment and decreases. Each cap is
made separately and sewn together. They all have the same starting rows.
Row 1: 3 sc in magic circle (3)
row 2: sc, 2sc in next sc, sc (4)
row 3: [sc, 2sc in next sc] twice (6)

Row 4 and on you will sc in each sc. The number of rows per cap changes. You can do them in any
order you like, I did mine longest to shortest. Note: These numbers do not include the starting rows.
Cap 1: 7 (10 rows)
Cap 2: 6 (9 rows)
Cap 3: 5 (8 rows)
Cap 4: 3 (6 rows)
Cap 5: 1 (4 rows)
When each cap is done, cut yarn and set aside but DO NOT finish off. When the final cap is done, don't
cut the yarn and sc in the next 3 sc. Pick up the next cap and sc in the next 3 sc. Continue this until you
have all caps attached to each other. Sc in each sc on the second side, there should now be 30 sts.
Row 1: sc in each sc
row 2: sc dec, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
Repeat row 2 until only 12 sts remain. Cut yarn. Sew the caps to each other so there isn't a space
between them and then attach to body using the picture as a guide.
TAIL
The tail is made in two parts, the caps of the tail and then the attachment and decreases. Each cap is
made separately and sewn together. They all have the same starting rows.
Row 1: 3 sc in magic circle (3)
row 2: sc, 2sc in next sc, sc (4)
row 3: [sc, 2sc in next sc] twice (6)
Row 4 and on you will sc in each sc. The number of rows per cap changes. I did my tail caps short to
tall and then back down to short. You can do them in any order you'd like. Note: These numbers do not
include the starting rows.
Cap 1: 1 (4 rows)
Cap 2: 3 (6 rows)
Cap 3: 5 (8 rows)
Cap 4: 3 (6 rows)
Cap 5: 1 (4 rows)
When each cap is done, cut yarn and set aside but DO NOT finish off. When the final cap is done, don't
cut the yarn and sc in the next 3 sc. Pick up the next cap and sc in the next 3 sc. Continue this until you
have all caps attached to each other. Sc in each sc on the second side, there should now be 30 sts.
Sc dec, sc in next 11 sc, sc dec twice, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
Sc dec, sc in next 9 sc, sc dec twice, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
Sc dec, sc in next 7 sc, sc dec twice, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
Sc dec, sc in next 5 sc, sc dec twice, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
Sc dec, sc in next 3 sc, sc dec twice, sc in each sc until 2 sc remain, sc dec.
There should be 10 sts left. Slip stitch across the opening to close it. Then attach to body.

FEET (make 2)
The feet are made in two parts, the caps and then attachment and decreases. Only the second cap has a
different number from caps 1 and 3. All caps have the same first two rows. I did mine in the order of
1,2,3 and so I could go directly into the attachment from finishing the third cap.
Caps 1 & 3:
row 1: 4sc in magic circle (4)
row 2: 2sc in each sc (8)
row 3-6: sc in each sc (8)
Cap 2:
row 1: 4sc in magic circle (4)
row 2: 2sc in each sc (8)
row 3-8: sc in each sc (8)
When you finish cap 3 sc 4, join cap 2 and sc 4, join cap 1 and sc 4. Sc in each sc on the second side.
There should be 24 sts total. Then begin the decreases.
Sc dec, sc in next 8 sc, sc dec twice, sc in next 8 sc, sc dec
sc dec, sc in next 6 sc, sc dec twice, sc in next 6 sc, sc dec
sc dec, sc in next 4 sc, sc dec twice, sc in next 4 sc, sc dec
sc dec, sc in next 2 sc, sc dec twice, sc in next 2 sc, sc dec
After the last decrease row, there should be 8 stitches left. Sc in each sc for two rows. Next, slip stitch
across the opening to close it. Then attach to body.
Once you've attached all pieces in their correct placement (the feet should be angled out a little and as
under the wings as you can get them and still have some showing), you'll need 2 pieces of black scrap
yarn for the eyes. I took a tapestry needle and wrapped it around a stitch a few times before securing
and hiding ends. Once both eyes are done, weave in all ends and enjoy!

